
Informative Frequently Asked 
Questions About ESA Letter 

Seeing a lot of pets around in animal-free zones raises many questions in people’s minds. Some may 
wonder how they too can bring their pet companion along in otherwise no-go areas? That’s because these 
are no ordinary pets but ESA letter for housing. This can be made possible by getting an ESA Letter. If you 
have any questions about that magic letter, then look no further because here are some frequently asked 
questions about an ESA letter. 

 

Q: How can I get an ESA letter? 

A: If you have a mental disability or some emotional disease, you can visit a registered therapist. If your 
doctor finds your conditions severe, he may decide to grant you an ESA letter. However, not everyone has 
the time and resources to pay a visit and consultancy fee to a licensed therapist or psychiatrist. If you’re one 

of these people, then you do not need to worry as you can get a genuine emotional support animal letter at 
your doorstep. All you need to do is log on to a credible website and fill in a questionnaire outlining your 
condition. You’ll get a valid ESA letter issued by a licensed therapist delivered to you by email. 

Q: What are the benefits of an ESA letter? 
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A: An ESA letter will make your pet a legal part of your medication. You can go with your ESA to places 
where other animals can not go.  

Q: Can I declare my pet an ESA without an ESA letter? 

A: No, you can not declare your pet an ESA on your own. You need to visit a registered mental health 
doctor. If your doctor feels that an ESA can help you in your disease, he can issue an ESA letter. Only an 
ESA letter can make your pet your official emotional support animal. 

Q: Is it necessary to inform my landlord about my ESA prior to getting one? 

A: No, there is no need. You can inform your landlord any time about your ESA and he is legally bound to 
make arrangements for your ESA. 

Q: Is it necessary to disclose my disease to my landlord? 

A: No, you do not need to disclose your disability to anyone. You just need to present a valid ESA Letter to 
your landlord.  

Q: Do I have to pay extra for my apartment due to my ESA?  

A: No, you do not need to pay any extra rent for your ESA. It is the responsibility of your landlord to make 

proper arrangements for you and your ESA. If someone asks you for extra money for your ESA, you can file 
a complaint against him.  

Q: Can someone refuse to rent out his house on the basis of possession of an ESA?  

A: No, no one can refuse you an apartment on the basis of your ESA.  

Q: What is the validity period of an ESA letter?  

A: Your ESA letter will be valid for only one year. However, your mental health doctor can renew your ESA 
letter after examining your progress.  

Q: What is the difference between a pet dog and an ESA dog?  

A: You can go almost anywhere with your ESA. However, your pet can not accompany you to no-animal 
zones. 

Q: Is it necessary for my ESA to wear a vest clearly mentioning that it as an emotional support 
animal? 

A: No, it is not necessary to make your ESA wear a vest that mentions it is an ESA. 

Q: Can my family doctor write an ESA letter for me?  

A: No, only a registered mental health doctor can issue an ESA letter. 

Q: Is it necessary to give some specific training to my ESA? 

A: No, there is no need to give specific training to your emotional support dog letter. But your ESA must 
behave well in public places. 
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